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Boing, goes the ball I just threw for my dog! One of the qualities that I
have is that I am good with animals. Another quality I have is that I am an
amazing reader! The third quality that I have is that I am a good big sister.
These are some of the qualities that I am thankful for.

The first quality that I am thankful for is being good with animals! I am
good at getting my dogs to listen and do what I need them to do. I enjoy
doing stuff with my pets, I like to go on hikes with my dogs and snuggle with
my cats. I always help my pets if they get hurt, like when my dog hurts her
foot or my cat is sick. That is just one of my many qualities!

Another quality I have is that I am good at reading! I am a good
reader because I can read almost anything! I also read a lot for fun, like
before I go to bed I read a couple chapters of a book. I can read really fast
when I want to and still know exactly what happened! That is one of my
great qualities and I have more!

One other quality I have is that I am a good big sister! I help my
sisters when they need help with homework or anything. I am almost
always playing with them, they both like to play with me. I also am nice to
them and sometimes I will give them candy and do things that they want to
do. That is a quality that I have that I am thankful for!

As you can see, my qualities are being good with animals, being a
great reader, and being a good big sister. The quality that I think is my
favorite is that I am good with animals. I think being good with animals is a
great quality because I love animals! I think being good with animals is one
of my most important qualities. That is the quality that I am most thankful
for and why I think I am good at all those things.


